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MRS. ADIE KNOX HERMAN, O.B.E. 
lht fflrmnrtam 
EDUCATION LOST A STAUNCII FRIEND WffF:N MRS. ADIF, KNOX 
HERMAN, O.B.E. DIED ON .l/ARCII 14, 1967. 
SIIE WAS TIIE WIDOW OF w·. F. IIERMAN, FOUNDER OF THE 
WINDSOR STAR, AND ALSO A DF,VOTED Cl/AMP/ON OF BETTER 
SCI/OOL!NG FOR ALL. 1/E DIED IN 1938. 
BOT/I MR. AND MRS. /JERMAN WERE BORN AND WENT TO SCHOOL 
IN NOVA SCOTIA. IN TI/AT MARITIME PROVINCE GREAT EMPIIASIS 
I/AS Af,WAlS BEEN PLACED ON CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT IN EDUCA-
TION. MR. AND MRS. HERMAN NATl 'RALf,Y CAME BY TIIEIR KEEN 
INTEREST IN BETTER SCHOOLS. 
WI/EN TIIE BOARD OF EDUCATION NAMED THIS COLl,EGIATE 
IN flONOR OF AIR. HERMAN, MRS. HERMAN IPAS PLEASED AND 
TIIRILLED. Sl/E KNEW I/OW il!UC/1 MR. l/ERMAN ALWAYS TRIED TO 
PROVIDE BETTER EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR All } OUNG 
PEOPLE. IT WAS A RECOGNITION OF l!IS EFFORTS. 
ONE OF TI/E BIG MOMENTS FOR MRS. /JERMAN WAS THE ANNUAL 
CO.l/MENCEMENT. SI/E NEVER FAILED TO ATTEND AND PRESENT !!ER 
SCl!OLARSIIIP IN II/STORY TO ONE OF TI/£ GIRLS. IT WAS A DIS-
APPOINTMENT WI/EN ILLNESS WOl 'LD NO LONGER ALLOW I/ER TO 
TAKE A PLACE ON TI/E PLATFORM OF 1/ERMAN COLLEGIATE. 
AFTER A COMMENCEJ\JENT, MRS. IIERMAN WOULD ALWAYS TALK 
ABOUT Tl/E EVENT AND HOW TI/E FUTURE OF CANADA WAS IN GOOD 
IIANDS WITH TIIE YOUNG PtOPLE. SIJE KNEW THE BOYS AND GIRLS 
llAD Tl/E ADVANTAGE OF GOOD SCIIOOLING AND EACH ONE COULD 
GO FAR IN WIIATEVER LINE OF WORK OR PROFESSION WAS CHOSEN. 
MRS. I/ERM AN ALWAYS HAD A ff/ ARM SPOT IN I/ER IIEART FOR 
THE YOUNG CANADIANS. 
W of. Cla,1, 
MR. HARVEY L. WARD, PRINCIPAL 
_A U/o,J /,.om lhe Principal 
As I approach the completion of my first year as your principal, I should like to thank 
the staff and students for making my year such a pleasant one. I have been most im-
pressed and pleased by the sense of responsibility a nd the willing co-operation displayed 
by you, the students, on so many occasions. Your Student Council and Student Executive 
deserve your full appreciation, as do the many organizations and teams which have con-
tributed to the full life of this school. To the graduating doss I extend my best wishes for 
continued success in the future. To those who pion to return next year I throw o challenge, 
namely, to surpass the record of the 1966-67 student body. Good luck to all. 
--
I 
MR. BROWN, VICE-PRINCIPAL 
SCHOOL SECRETARIES 
Sitting, Miu Mory Terrington, Mrs. Inga Mason. 
Standing: Mrs. Barbaro Leclair, Miss Milko Vezmor, 
Miss Rose Blumhagel. 
MR. BARTLETT, VICE-PRINCIPAL 
ENGLISH TEACHERS 
front Row: Miss Gough, Miss Comuui, Miss Healey, Miss Berks, Miss Blackshow. 
Second Row: Mr. Creede, Mr. Jonissc, Mr. S,oko,z, Mr. Nantois, Mr. Plonk . 
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS 
front Row: Miss Phillips, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Chilloro, Mr. Worwick, Mr. Shearon, 
Miss Ashcroft. 
Second Row: Mr. Delcol, Mr. Scheuermon, Mr. Volentine, Mr. Mcgarvey, Mr. 
Magowen, Mr. lssel. 
GUIDANCE 
front Row: Mr. Scheuerman, Miss MacIntyre, Mr. Giroux. 
Second Row: Mr. Oksanen, Mr. Chittaro. 
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
LANGUAGE TEACHERS 
Front Row: Miss Gough, Miss Bernard, Miss MacIntyre, Mrs. Closser, Mrs. Webster, 
Mrs. Brown. 
Second R.ow: Mr. Srokosz, Mr. Boutin, Miss Ashcroft, Miss Prower, Miu Nichols, 
Miss Novesel, Mr. Vaughan-Evans, Mr. Nantois. 
Front Row: Mr. Sisco, Mr. McCullough, Miss Tunks, Mrs. Girard, Mr. Gallie, 
Mr. Drouillard. 
Second Row: Mr. Heward, Mr. Chorlton. 
SCIENCE TEACHERS 
Fron! Row: Mr. Sillick, Mr. Culbert, Mr. Aitken, Mr. Heward, 
Mr. Winterburn. 
Second Row: Mr. Melega, Mr. Snyder, Mr. Weathrell. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS 
Front Row: Mrs. Girord, Miss Oovis, Miss Blockshow. 
Second Row, Mr. Jonisse, Mr. Oksonen, Mr. Volentine, Mr. lssell. 
COMMERCIAL TEACHERS 
Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Christie, Mr. Boutin, Miss o·connor, Mr. Bartlett. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
Miss Gough, Mr. Monro, Mrs. Brown. 
--..• - .. 
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HOME ECONOMICS INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Miss Bodnar, Mrs. Malkin Mr. Greenway, Mr. Montague 
SCHOOL NURSE 
MUSIC Mrs. lappan 
ART 
Mr. Dresser Mr. McNorgan 
WOMEN ATTENDANTS MAINTENANCE 
Mrs. June, Mrs. K. Durback Bill Shearon, Lau Keresztyen, Ken Bennett, Walter Plutta, Russel Gilbert. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
In June 1966, the following students were awarded a total of $14,200.00. 
W. L. Clark Scholarship 
Mrs. W. F. Herman Scholarship 
Chrysler Canada Ltd. Scholarship 
Hirman Walker Scholarship 
Windsor Poppy Fund Award 
Ontario Scholarship 
Ukrainian Scholarship 
Lady Beck Chapter 1.0.D.E. 



















In June of 1966, the following students were awarded a total of $2,150.00. 
Windsor and District labour Council Bursary 
Great lakes Poper Co. Forestry Bursary 














I'd like to congratulate Mr. Ward on his first 
year as Principal here at Herman Collegiate. I'm 
sure everyone will agree with me that he has 
done a wonderful job, and has helped to make 
this year a success. 
This is Canada's Centennial Year. Since this 
is the only one we will see, let's make the best 
of it, but let's not over do it. Have fun this 
summer, and come back next year ready to work. 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
This year we, as Canadians, celebrate one 
hundred years of nationhood. Thousands of years 
from now, historians in retrospect, may view this 
period as an impressive beginning for a truly 
great nation - or simply as a prelude to union 
with our southern neighbour. The choice remains 
with us for we will be the leaders of tomorrow 
who will soon shape the destiny of Canada. We 
may look upon high school as the final barrier 
between us and "the world" - or we may con-
sider high school only a stepping stone in our 
quest for knowledge. Whichever course of action 
we follow, Canada will be strengthened by our 
co-operation efforts - or rent assunder by in-
dividual apathy and avarice. The ideas and 
ethics we have learned here prepare us well for 
a successful future for ourselves and for our 
country. We leave Herman Collegiate confident 
that we have the best possible foundation on 




BRIAN ADLAM PEGGY AITCHISON LARRY ANGUS KAREN ASTLES 
RUTH BALFOUR DAVE BARRIS RICHARD BENNETT DONNA BERGAMIN 
PATRICK BONDY 808 BRECHA FRED BoROWN CHRIS BRYANT 
I 
J 
BILL CARTER BILL CHARTIER MARION CHOLUBKO CAROL CONLEY 
CAROL COULSON 808 COULSON BILL CROWDER 
PAT OE MARTIN 
\ 
( 
MARIANN DESJARDINS MARK OORREPAAL DONNA DUCHARME 
KEITH FARRAR 
) 
BARBARA FAROUGH MIKE FREEMAN GAYLE FULLAWAY LYNDA GAINES 
PHIL GARDINER GORD GERVAIS ILKA GOPELLE 
MARY GREENWOOD 




JUDY HAINES MARJORIE HORTON MARJORIE HURAJT TERESA JASKOT 
NANCY JOHNS CAROL JONES DAVID JU8ENVIUE FRAN KAVANAUGH 
FRANK KESSEL 808 KNOTI JUDY LEE LIONEL LEROUX 
JAMES MALVERN MARK MANOR 
BARRY MARCOTTE BARBARA McMULLEN 
) 
VIRGINIA MILAM CAROL MITCHELL 
TIM MONTFORTON WAYNE MOORE 
DINO MOZZON VICKY OGLAN MICHAEL PARE 
PETER PARONUZZI 
PAM PERCY MELODY PHILLIPS LARRY RAYMOND 
ANNA MARIE RAJSIGL 
• 
DOUG REYNOLDS WAYNE RICHARD SALLY ROSE BETTY ROOT 
LYNDA ROWE DAN RUSSEL LIISA SCHROLL JERRY SINE 
ROBERT SMITH BRIAN SMITH JANE STETSON GEORGE TARCIA 










LARRY ALOEA LYNDA BAKER TOM BANKS MARY BEATON 
JOHN BERNYK DIANE BLAND TOM BOIS WAYNE BOUTETTE 
SUE BUBLICK LINDA BULMER MARK BURNINGHAM DAVE CARPENTER 
CAROL CHAMKO RON CORNELL RAY COUSINEAU IONNIE COWAN 
ANNE DAVIS DENIS De GRACE 
BOB DEMARS GARY DESMARAIS 
RON DICK KARIN DOTZERT 
ALAN DOYLE TOM DUFOUR 
LILLIAN FIFE RICK FONTAINE 
CELINE GAUTHIER SANDY GUATTO 
CAMERON HORNE KRISTYN JACOBS 
LINDA KOPAK DAN LAUZON 
JIM LEAVOY LARRY LEBERT ELAINE MERCER 
BRUCE McMILLAN 
DENISE MORDEN SHARRON ORFORD 
PAUL SASSO RON SHAW 
KAREN SMITH CAROL TESSIER 
GERRY THORPE JUDY TROFIN 
LINDA WAFFLE LYNDA WARNER 
SALLY WILKINSON 
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
W. F. HERMAN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
on its growth and extension 











T. Meconi, B.A. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
H. A. Campbell 
G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B., F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S. 
APPOINTED TRUSTEES 
G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
D. W. Gray 
D. T. Watson 
G. H. Hawkins 
S. M. McDowall, B.A. 
Vocational School 
G. A. Lacy, B.A.Sc. 
L. F. Batterson 
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front Row , Margaret Dillon, Joyce Haymon, 
Sheila Eonsor, Theresa Mailloux, l(othy Re· 
noud, 8orboro McCoulley, Lindo Donahue, 
Go;t Ray. 
Second Row: Sue Russel, Cheryl Oltean, Lindo 
Stembouer, Carmen Comelli, Judy Silver, Sue 
Giles, Cynthia Dungy , 
Third Row, John Gagne, Dick Chernlcki, Brad 
Arthur. Bill Kirkwood, Robert Mitchell, Alon 
Warrington. 
Fourth Row: Jirn Smith, Ken Jahnke, Bob Ruslie, 
Danny Napier, Mike Monchurek. 
12A 
front Row, Joni, Clarke, Cathy Horner, Lit 
Mitchell, Diano Oewor, Gisele Zlgonfuk, Judy 
Gazo, Judy Allsop, Jeon Shelson. 
Second Row: Mr. Gollle, Steve Hinek, John 
Hall, Nljola Giedrluno1, Marilyn Mottinen, 
Lindo Ooni,on, Marg Eisler, Fred Petruk, John 
Macdonald. 
Third Row: Bill Raven, 8111 Colvin, Lou Sovron, 
Tom lottko, Jock Koehl, Terry Quick, Pete 
Roth, John Maschke. 
Fourth Row1 Chri, Stefanovich, Preston Pungo, 
Dove Ormandy, Richard Fairfield, Albin 
Kristy, Bruno Emmerstorfer., John Brands, 
Mickey Tomicic. 
12C 
Front Row: Rosemary Coleson, Gail Jeffrey, 
Judy Holes, Dole Sadowski, Barb Nicholls, 
Angelo Soda, Shawna Porker. 
Second Rawi Mary Clora Morris, Lynn Jardine, 
Sharon Ouelette, Sandy Smith, Shlrley Glover, 
Jone Kostka, Pot De Martin, Sondy Thornton. 
Third Row, Chris Rousseau, Willls H. T. louns• 
bury, Jo-Anno Brecko, Carol Coughlin, Lindo 
Cotton, Woody McKoig, Greg Rouueou. 
Fourth Row: George Vuiotovich, 8rlon David· 
son, Richard Haymon, Jon Rubenstein, Dennis 
Jubenville, Lorry Jacko. 
LARRY JACKO 
12E 
Front Row: Maureen Vomos, Cheryl Ostopovich, 
Sondro Nosello, Mlllo Szmigelsko, Connee 
Oundo, Nancy Theok•r, Shelly Guignon, 
Doreen lenulk. 
Se<ond Row: Pot Brookbanks, Bonnie Dodds, 
Helen Novasad, Bonnie Vegh, Debbie Potts, 
Marlene Kolodzy, Carol Lewandowski, Gear• 
9elte Ellwood. 
Third Row: Pot Kennedy., John Hanson, Dennis 
Dupuis, Bertha Correll, Dolores Ciilli, Bill 
Elder, Paul Brownlie, Ying low. 
Fourth Row: Colin Ward, Bob Murphy, Paul 
Clegg, Pete Andzans, John Dudko, Reg Vargo, 
Ron McGuigon, Jim Telfotd . 
.;3}1t c#t{emoriam 
Words cannot express the sorrow 
felt by Larry's friends on learning 
of his <leath. The fact that he was 
so much of a friend to everyone 
makes his death even more diffj, 
cult to accept; nevertheless we 
should not allow ourselves to 
forget Larry as he was. Each of 
his friends should remember Larry 
as he himself knew him. That is 
the only means hy which we can 
retain our true perspective of 
Larry, and that, I am sure, is the 
way he would have wanted it. 
120 
Front Row: Kathy Howe, Mory Renaud, Doyle 
Joniue, Rosemary lonktrM, Jone Ferris, Susan 
Dupuis, Peggy Parson,, Wendy Harbroe. 
Second R:ow: Sandy Pntcop, Cathy Toyles, Mory 
Lynn Jomes, Carol McPhee, Morny Kennedy, 
Susan Scott, Lynn An9us. 
Third Row, John loo/fen, Steve Chomko, Richord 
Lariviere, Mike Holton, Doug Marentette, 
Borny Ordon. 
Fourth Row, Doug Bloln, Jim Ford, Bill Wood· 
bum, Bill Murnoy, Phil Piquet, Michael 
Lariviere. 
11A 
front Row: Susan Read, Janis Jeffrey, Elizob-
both Novosad, Miu Healey, Ann Grimwood, 
Wally Wirth, Lynda Chapmon. 
Second Row: Robert Boyte. Miko Howcroft, 
Louise Bortolin, Rosamaria Roy, Jeonetle 
Beausoleil, Bob Lamarche, Doug Root. 
Third Row: Robert Rubenstein, Gory loo, Mike 
Bondy. 6erny Schlegel .. Mork Gerosimoff, Greg 
Greason. 
12F 
front Row, Lindo Gloves, Joy Overholt, Noncy 
Rounding. Gayle Wilson, Ellen Topping, Solly 
R•nouf, Sandy Diggins, Pot Barlow. 
Second Row: JIii Popkey, Jonot McOuire, Dione 
Nerodo, Barb little, Mora Commidge, Carol 
Shanahan. 
Third Rawi John Bernhardt, Victor 8erynk, Doug 
Smith, Jim Crews, Jim Walesiok, Alan Sine, 
Oove Harper. 
Fourth Row: Nick Wontoniuk, Fronk MIiier, 
David Rusnak, Greg Bastein, Wayne P1ke, Tom 
Theaker, Paul Brown. 
118 
front Rows Shirley Taylor, Dole Leroux, Wendy 
Allsop, Jessica Stel1on, Pamela Dickie, Undo 
Gibson, Wendy Smerdon. 
Second Row: Beverly Minard, Anne Asato, Jomes 
Clarkson, Roger Freemon, Carol Raymond, 
Kathy Lefave, lou•H louder. 
Third Row: Wayne Croppo. Nancy Reeves, Julie 
Kauo,, Jerry Popwich, Barboro Hyltenrauch, 
Elaine Chappell, Brian Dotrepool. 
Fourth Rowi WIiiiam Burdick, Robert Scott, John 
Meuhback, Brion Thorpe, Geoffrey Hughes, 
Jomes Swann, lorry Stewart. 
11C 
front Row Ann lyons, Chorlef'te Mooney. She· 
logh Chose, Sandy Ridgowoll, Violol Bodro• 
gon, Corri• Droke. Nlcole Provost, Joyce 
Drouillard. 
Second Row Lindo Kit, Amber Keams, Pot 
Fortier, Sue Brokenshire, Anno Sunigelska,. 
Margaret H1ll1ker, &.rnodett• Joltc.o.v,, lt-•n• 
Sokolowski. Kathy Teni•r. 
Third Row: Craig Vrooman, Mike Chafer, Gory 
Taylor. Paul Popov,. Rick Paterson, Michael 
Jamolle, Nelson Dufo1.1r, Jomes Brown, Gory 
Frigon. 
fourth Row1 Vic Soares, Neil Smith. Gory 
Porter, Kirk Mener, Ed J .. , Paul Hodgins, 
Oscar Reely, lill Symond1 
11E 
front aow, Darlene Grant, Roxann lrookbonks, 
Anne Bewick, Jeon Conney, Judy Whelpton, 
Ellen Morrow, None)' fields, Shirley Johnson. 
Se<ond Row: Irene lore, Judy Howe, Helene 
lodnorchuk, El IMn Quetnel, Lynda S.ymour, 
Lindo Jewhuttt, Undo Mali, .. Jo-Anne Johns., 
Andrea Girling 
Third Row, Ron Gllch,hl, Tod Hottls, Tom Do• 
Mortin, Mik• MtConn•II.. Paul lobut•.. Jack 
Ool•,t,olt., Rusty lvdlinst, Gory Dotz.ert 
Bock Row, C.cll Kuwaboro, Richord B,09on, 
P•ter Klimchok1 Ro9er Trepanier., Fronk Krejci, 
BIii Von Winkclo, Poul Malo<, Wallor Goy. 
11D 
f ront RowJ Helen krei, Shider Dunbor, Morel• 
McPhff. l h • lognt:~ Hel•n Toporowski, Mel-
vino Peltit,, Valerie Tracey, Irene Szmigelsko. 
Se(ond RowJ Poulin• Goudettt1 Pom F•rron, 
Marilyn Gillies,. Bob Millson , Gory loforet, 
Ror1 Beowcho,np., More Coscodd•n , Goynor 
Gooding . Mo,gie Rogers . 
Third Row , Dennis Oonovon, Oovld Andrew, 
Donny Oonyluck.. Bonnie Rld9ewell, Jackie 
Dupuis, GoH longloi,, Bob Reouffle,. John 
Krey., St•v• Millen . 
fourth Row 1 David foirfi•ld, lorrey Trudell, 
WIiiiam Docherty, Ron Sando,, Don Moc.Cleoy,. 
Gory Stoneman, John Pratt, Mork Kriily. 
11G 
front Row: Janis leskin, Donna Knott, Heather 
Hanson, Bonnie Chaborek, Joyce Blanchette, 
Susan Lemieux, Mory lynrt Smith., Pat Rice. 
Second Row: Janis Hawes, Donna McGoweon, 
Judy Moue, Marlene Chote-ouneuf, Gloria 
18ellowus, Sharon Seguin, Lynda Teeny, Donna 
Brandt. 
Third Row: Greg Mdeln, Rod Banks. Shirley 
Rusensfrom, Lynn o,rard, Bonnie Buss, Vickie 
Ootzert, Gory Sui:ek .. Pot Dupuis. 
fourth Row: Jerry Hooth, Bill Blond.. lorry 
Pillon, Jerry Korchuck, Fronk Cunningham, 
Tom Hummer, Ron VHlemere, John Bryant, Bob 
Patrick. 
11F 
Front Row: Marg Ingersoll, Carol lee Boleka, 
Maribeth Newbold, Julie Katt, Deb Clancy, 
Pom Strudwick, Chris Hunter, Helen Mudrok. 
Second Row: Chris kerr, Judy WHson, Mory 
Pillon, Lindo Pitts, Carol 8in;, Lynda Chorney, 
Cofleen Hodgins, Liz Garant. 
Third Row1 frank Benoit, Rick Morrow, Dave 
Corking, Chris Hrencl,uk, Cheryl Crymonprez, 
Oebble Woolcock, Al ten Plontus, Marc Berry, 
Bruce Ropot. 
Fourth Rawi Don Mu~doon, Jim Harris, Kurt 
Laing, Allen lhornton, Ed Suchiu, Oonnb 
Broy, BIii Hunter, Billi fowler. 
11H 
Front Row: Sharon Perrault, Carol Bondy, Judy 
Sontorono, Rose Morie Renaud, Barbaro 
Brown, Carol Woodrich, Lindo Smllh, Lindo 
Edwards. 
Second Row1 Pot McKernan, Nancy Nyholm, 
Pam Anderson, Lindo Campbell, Debbie Mur• 
phy, Valerie Cosgrove, Nancy Jubinville. 
Thtrd Row: Norman !Oonold5on, Nicole De Re-
pentigny, Gail Gleason, Nancy Burdeny, Joyce 
Oesjardln1, Emily Reck, John Sobocan. 
Feu,th Rew, Lorry Reaume, Don Kromer, Gory 
'8eecroft, Curtis Ried .. Ted lobufe, Rick Ken-
nedy, Bruc.e RfChord.t. 
Ab1;.,,t: Judy Groulx, Janice Boutetre, Beverley 
Rathbum, Sherry Smith, Eric Roth, Jerry 
Cousineau. 
111 
front tow, Mory A.nne fren1tt•,. Jennie Wak1, 
field.. Bonnie Turner, Pamela Bevins, Susan 
Prosser, Jacki• MtCleon, Noncy luxford, 
Yvette Garneau. 
S.Cond Row1 Norm lefevr., Gory IC1am1, Sue 
Wilhelm, Mor1or1t Kivisto, Keith Broodl,..,t, 
Tom Ooley, Dove Ritchie. 
Third Row, Don HorUeib, St•v• Pueschel_. Dick 
Willi mott, David Stewart, Donte Scarpelll, 
John Oovenport, Bob Benion. 
fourth Rowi Don Kollis, Wayne Symlngton, Pou,I 
Hockey, Myron Wilson, Jim Wallace, Dole 
lippold, Brion Boyd. 
Absent: Oowno Fullowoy, Carole Lyon,, Wayne 
Hye, Donna •1ndli1boch4tr, George Rizoll:. 
108 
Front Row Bonnie Curtis, Sue Harmer, Anno 
Orea, Brenda Smith, Kerrln Churchill, Maureen 
Richordton, Marilyn Franch, Cathy Haymon. 
S.cond Row· leY Sultok, Morto Howe, Maureen 
Nixon. lyl"ln lonyoi, Shelly linto", Michele 
Cleary, Ruth Knowles, Pot Cotton, Ruth Anne 
Rippon. 
Third Row, Keith Pepper. Alan Sr,,lth. Ron 
Tonkin, Mike Guignion, Oo"e Medler, Barry 
Wo9ner, lol'ry Belowu,, Murray Smith, Alon 
Brown 
Fourth Row, Pete Molobobic, Mike Hrynyk, 
Bru,e Carter, Brod Wo9ntt, Dick Podhy, Mike 
Ward, aick Moilloux, Art larker, Sam 
MaJc.hke. 
10A 
front Row Annie Rich, Moun,:en Hooper, &orb 
Porrornore,. Michell• Windibonk, Joon Warren, 
Chris White. 
S.cond Row: Koren Pungo, Thea Schollenberger, 
Richotd konrod, Debbie Cave, Collen. 
Third Row: Ro~rt Oorro<k, Raftdy Maenpaa .. 
Clen Seegar, Barry Pynn, Leslie Jubenv.Ue. 
10D 
Front Row Pot Huth, Joan Fink, Oobbio Newton, 
Ally.son Poth, Connie Waffle, June fox, Mory 
Monchurek. 
Second Rowt Crolg Kondruk, Heather Fralick, 
Anne Tomicic, Carol lojole, Brion lobute, 
Greo Whalen. 
Third Row: Kim Kristy, 8111 Fontaine, John 
Cosotto, Lloyd Lovell. Kirk Mason. 
Fourth Row, Robin Braid, 8111 Bogucki, Dove 
Bloke, Art Oralee, Moury Mason. 
lOC 
Fronl Row: Anno 8orlow, Bonnie Smith, Wonda 
Werbitsky, Debby Moore, Pam McMoster, 
Barbaro Andrew, Foye Posmituk. 
Second Row: Jona Ross, Undo Getty, Jackie 
Bourbonnais, Dione lobule, Niki Codon, Mory 
Jo Goines, Cathy Go:to. 
Th;rd Row, Mike lake, Bob Findlay, Arnold 
lockstodt, lorry Popow1ch, Barry Rousseau, 
Gary Temovan, Ronnie Quick. 
Fourth Row: George Rogers, Allon Clifford, 
Paul Popkey, Bob Ingalls, Bob Scott, Doug 
Wolfe, Jock Trudell. 
lOE 
front Row: ludndo Burrell, Mario Regini, Mory 
Ann McNeil, Sue Booker, Morgoret Mihotlou· 
sky, C•cilio Scarpelli. Lindo Horning. 
Second Row: Susan Polltosnik, Cathy Cove, Mary 
Gordner, Chri, Ollett, Oonna-ieon Bina. Dione 
Cipporone, Cathy Johnson. 
Third Row, Roger Demers, Curtis Wright, Allon 
Muir, Jon Clarke, Michael lewis. 
fourth Row~ livio Poranuui, Richard Scott, John 
lodc;yer, Danny lee. 
lOF 
F,onl Row, Crystal McCollom, Sharon Longlois, 
Cheryl Genik, Jenny Grochowski, Melody Pore1 
Sandy Ellwood, Lynn Munin. 
Second Row, Colhy Woodrich, Dono Skore,kl, 
Joann Johnson, Sue Telfer, Pot Oufroine. 
Third Row, Rick Muldoon, Roger Tunks, Richard 
Cloyton, Bill Kolodxy, Rick Nontols. 
fourth Row: Gory Ooron, Jim Schooley, John 
8rownl1e, lorry Donohue, Jim Joyce. 
10H 
Front Rowt Christina Brown, Yvonne Garant, 
Paulette Packwood, Mory Jeon Solimka, Lindo 
Lenulk, Nodine Murray, Aggie Pecnik, Jean 
Parent. 
Second Row: Mike Pogeou, Chuck Connell, Dove 
Shelson, Sharon Chernicki, Tom Brown, Mike 
Horris, Javed Hosnoin. 
hird Row: Alan McMillan, Gory Galli, Don 
logon, Norm St. Onge, Gerry Davis, Tony 
Combor. 
Bock Row: Tom Williams, Steve Anand, Rick 
Snider, Rick Daines, Gory lannicello, Greg 
S&guin. 
10G 
Front Rowi 8olty lebett, Cathy Hayes, ltene 
Medwld, Peggy Bendnok, Bonnie Bonnel, 
Pol Suhon, Pol Moyheod. 
Second Row, Dove Czilli, Cothy Turner, Judy 
Logan, Ursulo Salzer, Sue Walker, Qwen 
Bemyk, Tom lngenoll. 
Third Row; Dave Howe, Brion Root, George 
Ingersoll, Mike Dufroine, Gary Hoyu, John 
Wallace. 
fourth Row: Allon Martin, Tim loforet, Barrie 
Nelitz, Gory Pidruchny, Doto Pri1ley, Joe 
Buco,, Gory Boutette. 
lOJ 
Front Row: Sandra Lichty, Nancy Pinnell, Cathy 
Sasso, Pot Higgin.s, Borboro Keo ting, Barbaro 
Dagenais, Virgtnio Gloves. 
Second Row: Pauline Fournier, Joyce Homonick, 
Sue Blois, Lindo Roisigl, Bonnie Nord, Dione 
Lebert, Lindo Ehom, Judy McIntyre. 
Third Row · John Scaife, Cheryl Langlois, Velda 
Chartrand. Sandy Brook. Fronces Murrov. 
George Ann Brenner, Doug Smi th . 
Fourth Row; Brion Honcror, Jolhn Bond, Rick 
l(it, Gory Goeb61, Rick Ouellette, Rick Kehoe, 
Dove Stobo. 
101 
Front Row: lynn Snyder, Joyne Gelinas, Louro 
touueou, Merilyn Downes. lindo Agneu, Rose 
Piccolo, Joyce Hill, Pat Cowden. 
Second Row: Janice Benjamin, Gail Pore, Ruth 
lecloir, Bonnio Belanger, Lorroino Girard, 
Leslie Reiti.el, Diano Manion, Linda Thorpe. 
Third Row: Sandy Poluon, Kathy Sorg, Judy 
Reisch, Dione Argent, Pot Smith, Linda Well· 
ler, Jo•Anno King, Pot King. 
9A 
Front Row; Jo-Anne Chorlrond, Pamela Verner, 
Oebta Banks. Susan Robethon. Carol Whelp, 
ton, Janette Morden, Bonnie Hards, Sondra 
Sunek. 
Second Row1 Helga Wo1dmonn, Bonnie Hondzy, 
Stello Cro,by, Janis Fortier, Sharon Jonniue, 
Susan Cooper, Koren Marchand, Diane Tiede, 
Gail Thoma,. 
Third Rowt lorry Huroit, Ron McConnell, Ron 
Verbeom, Mory 8elh M<Mullon, Joyce Oakey, 
Ron Chateouneuf, Richard Pare, David Mc• 
Norton, Bruce Porker. 
fourth Row, Richard Chorney, Adrion Borde• 
niuk, Peter Gledruna,, Donald Blain, Doug 
Pleifer, Elwin Leonard, Raymond Hogon, Fred 
Weber, Larry Chicilo. 
98 
Front Row: Vicky Braid, Carof Vance, Undo 
Walker, Cathy Wachna, Karren Robert,, 
Valerie Holden, Pot Halllwlll, Shella Mourixlo. 
Second Row: Penny Troppitt, Morgl!to Longe, 
Pat Jacko, Morey Millett, Undo Turrell, Jean. 
nine St. louh, Mara Waffle, Jill Richards, 
Marg Preston. 
Third Row~ Brion Lovell, Richard Cranker, Janet 
8irreJI, Ingrid Janisch, Claudette Coutu, Eu• 
gene. Petryshyn, Barry Kearns, Bill Higgin,. 
Fourth Row, Gary Anger, Gordon Y oell, Bob 
Stefanovich, Reg. Pratt, Bill Bodyk, Tom 
Chartier, Carry Deacon, Joy Porter. 
90 
Front Row: Mory Ann Jornes, Chloe Herce9, 
louiut Belanger, Carol Reid, April luno, Carol 
Stasiuk, Pat Sharpe, Shelley Sinclair. 
Second Row, Mr. Medd, Sheila Schroll., Sharon 
Booth, Robert Vance, AleJit Oman, Mike Mc-
Coffoy, Darlene Schmidt, Gore Stone, Marilyn 
Snow, 
Third Row: Bruno De Mombro, Glen Holmes, 
Robert Johnson, Margie Lovie, Emily Wachter, 
Shannon Gooding, Donny Hoines, Richard 
Un.uld, Dove Lefebvre. 
Fourth Row; Emile Thibert. Rondy Romdonok, 
Bob Murphy, Jeff Oleynlk, Philllp Wi lkln,on, 
Ro)'mond Poluo.n, Barry Cota, Tom Hofliwtll. 
9C 
Front Row: Charlene lorsh, Maureen Kearns, 
Annette Duguay, Susan Murphy, Linda 
Reaume, Chrystal Glendenning, Florence 
Raven, Beth Morden. 
S.cond Row, Pam Alton, Irene Chaluplak, Ruth 
Demmons, Kathy Mcleon, Rick Rowson, Robbie 
Hardy, Judy Telford, llnda Stengel, Barbara 
Blanchette, Gloria Wing. 
Third Row, Larry Hawkworlh, Jim Ingersoll, 
Bill Porlon., Susan Booth, Pamela Angus., 
Penny lowrie, Oennh Wright, Barrie Mc.Coll, 
Wayne Moren tette. 
Fourth Row: Mike Barnett. Tim Nemeth, Rondy 
Percy, Don Vaillancourt., Wayne Fritz, Tim 
from. 
9F 
Front Rowt Christin• Cholupiak, Carol Brosh, 
Pat ricio Johnson, Jeon Marchand, Delores 
Cylka, Jeon St. Amour, Judy Hallam, Maureen 
Deocon. 
Second Row1 Maudie McMullen, Brooke Brine• 
combe, Penny Brophey, Pat Holl, Michel le 
Edwards, Mary Grizon, Pot Bloomer, Jone 
Choborek. 
Third Row, Alan lhibert, Wayne Wonnick, 
Brian Peterson, Marianne Ruys, Judy Berard, 
Wayne Tousignant, Jan Gardiner, Philip lee. 
fourth Row: Garry Sinclair, Lorr,' Rubenstein, 
Gerold lambing, David Belcher, Greg 
Oley11ik, Albert fazekos, Gary W Iiison, Ri ck 
Menard, Mork Gu1bo. 
9E 
Front Row: Michello St. Pierre, Diche Farrand, 
Pam Fortier, Roxanne Eldon, Pam S.wotmon, 
Judy Daly. 
Second Row: Sharon Homme, Cindy lore, Susan 
Fredericks, Ron Mailey, Ernie Bodech,on, Oar~ 
lone Newton, Wende 8onflll, Colhy Bell. 
Third Row: Bob Choteauneuf, lee Jost, BeY 
&orris, Susan Faubert, Geno Beivin, Jack 
Napier, lorry Brisbois. 
9G 
Front Row! Joanne Fields, Janet Ellwood, Carol 
Banb. Jo-Anne Colledge, Roxann& Ouellette, 
Joon Richmond, Wendy Tunks, Sondra Doyle. 
Second Row, Jos.no Jirasek, Sue Hewson, Marion 
Goodger, Roso Boyte, Jo-Anne le1kin, Dione 
Boomer. Debbie Islas. 
Third Row: Ron Wilson, Ooo Ruuel, Bill Tosi, 
John Moor, Tim WIiiiamson, 6ruc,e Cook1on, 
Roy Bo11lorgeon, Mickey Bullard. 
fourth Rowa Fron k Kovacic, Ride longlois, 




Front Row: Lindo Moxon, Nancy Gloves, Oe.ni,o 
Bartlett, Shireen Ho1noin, Shannon Cleary, 
Linda He,sche, Marianne Healey, Janice Trott. 
Second Row: Chris Belanger, Lynne Tyron, 
Brenda Skelly, Brenda Gilchrist, Barb Cyphery, 
Debbie McMahon, Donne Schrader, Gary 
Warren. 
Third Row: Bob Dunbar,. Brion Pfper, Bruce 
Hebert, Tim Kooke, Mike Pemberton, Mike 
Mudrok, Donny Donelon . 
Fourth Rawi Mork Ostopovitch,, Gerold l(lim• 
chok, Rolph Paget, Allon Will,, Jim Mille,, 
Peter Bradfield, Gottfried Wirth, Mike Goy. 
9J 
F,ont Row, Guy Damon. Noney Lafromboise, 
Brenda Harcu,, Lorna Lounsbury, Jo-Anne 
Vetor, Debbie Poun, Linda 8.eoumonl, Chris 
Murdoch. 
Second Rowt John Gayne, Fronk 8e(te, Mory 
Hendry, Mildred Rodgers, Susan St. Pierre, 
John Moore, Bob Mathias. 
Third Row: Owen Bloke, Run Newman, Ron 
Trottier, Cliff Paun, Larry Beno, Louis VuJoto• 
vich, John Jeremschuk. 
Fou,th Row: Bill Rurak, David Zirloda, Doug 
Williamson. Gary Benoit, Dan Soulliere, 
Randy McMoster, Gerold Martin, Steve 
Mitchell . 
91 
front Row Corollne Ea1ter, Sue Guauo. Andreo 
laboj, Pot Bennett, Janine Horning, Peggy 
Rusling, Wendy Percy, Jano Bullard. 
Second Row, Doug Stodda,d, Bob Abbot, S..ot-
rico Kovacevich, Joan Almond, Vidorio Hebert .. 
David Horbocion, Brion Scholey, Bruce Dickie. 
Third Row; Jack McAuley, Don Desko, Henry 
Gordon, George Hor,g, Neil Hodgins, Rick 
Tomicic, Ron Atkins, lcrry Korchuk. 
fourth Row: Bob Moskoluk, Bob Zincone, Gary 
Diggins, Woyne Kett, Mark Patterson, Charles 
Soguin, Nick Oiudz.. 
9L 
Front Row: Sue Walton, Jamie Hooper, Wendy 
Bauer, Lindo Corking, Kathy Hedrick, Mory 
Ellen St. Ongo, J1Jdy Dufour, Lucy Parent. 
Second Row: Gory Tonita, Sue Parr, Mary 
Fauteux, Kathy Kivisto, Vicky Roy, Charmaine 
Poluon, Shirley Ozudi. Robert Bonyai. 
Third Row, John Giebi<, Alex Zolarucha, Randy 
Gould, Terry Hayes, Don Cha111 Don Pidho• 
resky, Kurt Curtis. 
Fourth Row: Denni, Quinn, Bob Hupka, Charles 
Pope, Chris O'N,oll. Richard Young, Sle~e 
Edmonds, Barry HcrbrH. 
9K 
Front Row, Shirley Rivlot, Mi Ille Fedun, Irene 
Herold, Anna Hlnek, Calhy Pope, Nina Wash• 
ington, Paulo Clarke, Gail.Janice £rent. 
Second Row, Sandy Lomas, Bev Balley, Marlene 
Lee, Jill Farfonick. Carol O'Grody, Janice 
Bodnorchuk, Monico Sokne. 
Thtrd Row, Peter Jomes, Bruce Millen, Dionne 
Yoell, Susan Air, Patricio Poulter, Ted Manor, 
Tom McKoig. 
Fourth Rowe Randolph Blanchard, Bill Vitlue, 
Doug Chose, George McPhee, Max Fraser, 
Barry Thomp:t:on. 
9M 
Front Row: Carol Reaume, Brenda Schuller, 
Joanne Skenky, Deon no John1on. Sandy 
Daley, Holly Overholt, Barbara Matheson, 
Sieg rid Schmidt. 
Second Row, Marie Taylor, Jean Elias, Elaine 
Hickman, Penny Glover, Annette Hansen, 
Elaine Hodgln1, Carol Porter. 
Third Row; Linda W1ghton, Moureen Mason, 
Sharon Kolodty, Marilyn Opri<a, Wanda 
Chernick1, Cothy Westwood, Suson P'are. 
Fourth Row: Angela Kovacevich, Kar&n Kemp, 
Beverly Dandy, Barbara Tracy, Shirley Mc· 
Williams, Olorlo Laporte. 

YEAR BOOK COMMITTEE 
1st Row, Calhy Gaza, Valerie Casgrove, Greg Greason, Pele Roth, Chris Stefanovich, llko Gopelle, Cheryl 
Oltean, Sue Read. 
2nd Row: Carolee Woodrich, Lindo Seymour, Jean Gonney, Chris Kerr, Brooke Brinacombe, Carol Brosh, Janis 
Jeffrey, Mark Gerasimoff. 

































front Row, Jim Belcher, Charles Raymond, Ruthanne Ripon, Vickey Oklond, David 
Jubenville, Dennis Dupuis, George Vujotovich. 
Second Row: Bill Corler, Bob Coulson, lorry Aldeo, lorry Raymond, Wayne 
Symington, Wayne Richards. 
THE CHESS CLUB 
THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
DISC JOCKEYS 
Bob Benson, Gory Dotzert, Willis Lounsberry. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Front Row: Wolly Wirth, Lynda Chapman, 
Roger Freeman, Shirley Toylor, Mr. 
Dresser. 
Second Row: Brenda Gould, Marilyn 
Francis, Tom Hebert, Marjorie Horton. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Front Row: Michelle Cleory, Bob Milson. 




UNITED NATIONS VISITOR 
Chris Stefonovich 
UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
Front Row: Foye Posmiluk, Noncy Reeves, Chris Stefanovich, 
Mr. Sheoron, Wendy Smordon, Tom Hebert. 
Second Row: Tim Williomson, Doug Williamson, Preston 
Pungo, Nicholette Corlon, Cothy Gazo, Joved Hasnain. 
PEP CLUB 
POSTER CLUB 
THE PROM COMMITTEE 
9 ANO 10 MATH CLUB 
Calhy Hayman, Pal Callon, Mr. Gallie, 
Ruth Knowles, Sue Harm er. 
SENIOR MATH CLUB 
Front Row: Bill Colvin, Carol Conley, Miss 
Tunks, Peggy Aitchison. 
Second Row: Mike Grimwood, Mork Darre-
pal, David Ju benville, Jerry Sine. 
GRADE 11 MA TH 
front Row, Violet Bodrogon, Beverly Rath-
burn, Mr. McCullough, Amber Kearns, 
Nicole Derepentigny. 
Second Row, Gary Porter, Berny Schlegel. 
.. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
Mar~ha Chapell, Carol Coughlin, Dennis Donovan, 
Borb Farough, Miss Goegh, Mr. Monroe, Lynn Girard, 
Pete Malobabic, Sue Walker. 
SINGING GROUP 
THE CAMERA CLUB 
Seated: Mr. Melaga; Directors, Doug Reynolds, Marian Chalubko, 
Mike Pageau. 




Fronl Row: Pom Percy, Lindo Rowe, Carol Conley, Jane Stetson, Mr. Dresser, Mory Beaton, Carol Mitchell, Pot Callon, Sue Harmer. 
Second Row: Lindo Donison, Barb Hyllenrouch, Don Russell, Mickey Tomicic, Keith Pepper, Ron Gilchrist, Terry Quick, Fred Petruk, 
John Holl, Paul Hockey, Ruthanne Rippon. 
Third Row: Mike Freeman, Tim Monforlon, Mike Perkims, Bob Patrick, Victor Bernyk, Bill Burdick, Ivon Donelon, lorry Stewart, Sam 
Maschke, Bob Scoll, John Merschbock. 
Fourth Row: John Macdonald, Dale Cloyden, Jim Clarkson, Roger Freeman, Fred Brown, David Ormondy, Jon Maschke, Ed Suchiu, 
Gerold Korchuck, Jim Swann, Gory Diggins, Bill Raven. 
ORCHESTRA 
Front R-,w , lorry Popowich, Julie Anne Koszas, Dole Leroux, Liz Mitchell, Mr. Dresser, Kathy Le fave, Carol Raymond. 
Second Row: David Ormondy, John Merschbock, Tom latzko, Jerry Popowich, Janis Clarke, Anne Aglo, Nancy Reeves, Jeon Shelson, 
Brion Dorripool, Brian Thorpe. 
Third Row: Jeffrey Hughes, Ron Gilchrist, Keith Pepper, Mory Beaton, Shirley Taylor, Lindo Gibson, Linda Rowe, Jane Stetson, Carol 
Conley, Richard Padhy, Mike Ward. 
Fourth Row: Tim Monforlon, Mike Perkins, Bill Burdick, Gary Diggins, Bob Scoll, Jim Swann, Linda Danison, Roger Freeman, Jan 
Maschke, Paul Hockey. 
JUNIOR N.C.O.'s 
Front Row, Bill Elder, Norbert Mueller, 
David McNartan, Pele Giedriu nas, 
Bruce Hebert, Bab Mathias, Pete Brad-
field, Mike Ward. 
Second Raw: Charles Pope, Bob Hupko, 
Ray Hogan, John Gilmour, Gary Sin-
clair, Jay Porter, Fred Weber, Kurt 




PETE PARONUZZI RECEIVING THE STRATHCONA 
TROPHY FROM CAPT. D. J. READ 
OFFICERS 
Front Row: Bill Elder, Lorry Stewart, Gary 
Stoneman, Wayne Symington, Mike Pa-
geau, Bill Bland, Rick Ouellette. 
Second Row: Dan LaMarsh, Gary Hayes, Ran 
McGuigan, Don Mccleary, Mike Ward, Les 
Jubenville. 
BOYS' RIFLE TEAM 
Front Row: Lorry Stewart, John Vidicon, 
Rob Dorroch, Don Slain. 
Back Raw: Bill Calvin, John MocDonold, 




front Row: Lucy Parent, Wendy Percy. Judy 
Dufour, Jeanne Parent, Monoco Saskne, 
Dione. Yoell, Sue Robertson. 
Second Row: Lindo Chapmon, Andrea Lo-
bojje, Shirley Drudz, Sue Cooper, Mory 
Ellen St. Onge, Wally Wirth, Kothy Kivisto, 
Maureen Richardson. 
Third Row: Ann Grimwood, Vicky Hebert, 
Mory Ann Roys, Wendy Bouer, Nikltie de 
Repentigny, Mory Hendry, Vickie Roy. 
1867 1967 
Canada's Centennial Year 
is Ford of Canada's 
"5,000,000 th Year" 
Early in 1967 Ford of Canada 
produced its 5,000,000th 
vehicle since the company 
was founded in 1904. 




left to Righi: Sue Hulnick, Debbie Newton, Morgo Howe, Pol 
Suhon, Judy Groulx, Liz Novosod, Koren Smith. 
SENIOR CHEERLEADERS 
Top to Bottom: Peggy Aitchison, Jessica Stetson, Wendy Allsop, Belly Root, 
Berlho Correll, Mory Lynn Jomes, Maureen McGuiness. 
HOCKEY TEAM 
Front Row: Rick Kehoe, Cecil Kuwoboro, Bob 
Benson, Chris Bryant, Gory Frigon, Jerry 
Popowich, Dennis Dupuis. 
Second Row: Paul 8,rown, John Bernhardt, 
Tom lotzko, Pierre Poronuzzi, Gord Mal-
vern, Gerry Korchu k. 
Third Row: Mr. Sisco, Bob Murphy, George 
Rizok, Gory Beec.rofl, Paul Clegg, Tom 
Williams, Dennis Guzbo, Mr. Aitken. 
SENIOR FOOTBALL 
Front Row: Bob Benson, Gary lanicello, Cecil Kuabara, Dennis Gusba, John Hanson, Richard Willimoll, Woyne Danter, Gary Beecroft, 
John Bryant. 
Second Row: Tom Theaker, Al Plantis, Rick Morrow, John MacDonald, Rick Fontaine, Rick Kennedy, Mike Pore, S.ruce Richard, John 
Packwood, Jim Swann, Jim Harris. 
Third Row: Mr. Janine, Willis lownsbury, livio Poronuzzi, Doug Smith, Bill Fontaine, Don Muldoon, Louis Sovron, Wayne Moore, Bob 
Coulson, Mike Bondy, Gord Malvern, Jim Belcher, Dennis Dupuis, Mr. Oksonen. 
JUNIOR FOOTBALL 
front Row: Dave Howe, Kirk Mason, Michael Guignion, Brian Hayes, Larry Donohue, Mike Howcroft, Rick Mailloux, Peter Jomes, lorry 
Beno, Gory Taylor. 
Second Row: Rondy Blanchard, Art Dralite, Wayne Fritz, Dove Czilli, Mork Gusbo, Rick Muldoon, Ron Tonkin, Brod Wagner, Pete Roth, 
Wayne Croppo. 
Third Row: Mr. lssel, Mr. Nantois, Bruce Corter, Tom Holliwill, Greg Greason, Steve Chamko, Ron Gilchri•t, John Cosseta, Mike Barnell, 
Gory Doren, Gory Boutelle, Donny Donyluk. 
SOCCER TEAM 
Front Row: Pierre Paronuzzi, Fronk Krejci, Gary 
Stoneman, Joe Bucor, Mick Tomicic, Allon 
Mortin, John Krey. 
Second Row: Mr. Robinson, Deitmor Zank, Bruce 
Ropat, Lloyd Lovel, Steve Zan, Mike Grim-
wood, Dino Mozzon, Rick Kehoe, Ivon 
Donelon. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Cathy Woodrich, Lindo Walker, 
Marilyn Downes, Jane Gelinas, Janis Jeffrey, 
Margo Howe. 
Second Row: Marilyn Snow, Brenda Gilchrist, 
Mary Jo Gaines, Dana Skcreski, Millie Fudun, 
Mary fauteaux, Kathy Kivisto, Bonnie Curtis. 
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Judy Groux, Lynn Angus, Cheryl 
Ostopovitch, Bonnie Cowan, Sue Scott. 
Second Row: Joan Warren, Miss Davis, Porn 
Angus, Shannon Gooding, Vickie Oglan, 
Gaynor Gooding, Noncy Burdeny, Emily 
Wotcher, Sondy Smith. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOUEYBALL TEAM 
Front Row: Donna Rindlisbacher, Sandy Smith, 
Nancy Fields, Liz Mitchell. 
Second Row: Judy Groulx, Judy Hawe, Liz 
Novosad, Margie McPhee. 
Third Row: Lynne Angus, Louise Bortolin, Mori· 
lyn Mottinen, Gaynor Gooding, Sue Scott, 
Bonnie Cowan, Coach Miss Davis. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Front Row: Marg Waffle, Irene Medwid, 
Peggy Bendzok, Pat Dufroine, Marilyn 
Downes, Colline Kemp, Janice Newbold. 
Second Row: Mory-jo Gaines, Bev Menard, 
Ruth Knowles, Maribeth Newbold, Sue 
Hutnik. 
Third Raw: Emily Wachter, Pal Cotton, Sue 
Harmer, Cooch Miu Blackshow, Dona 
Skoreskie, Pam Angus, Sheila Schroll. 
JUNIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
Front Row: Barry Wagner, Som Maschke, Bob 
Mathia,, Jonn Goin, Terry Hoye>. 
Bock Raw: Charles Pope, Barry Horbroe, Chuck 
Seguin, Mike Gay, Richard Young, Mr. Medd. 
SENIOR e.OYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Front Row: Garry Fregan, Doug Blain, Barry 
Marcotte, Gory Lee, Peter Andzon,. 
Second Row: Vic Saore>, Bill Colvin, Mr. Scheuer-
man, Fronk Keuel, Brion Boyd, Bob Scott. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Bob Scott, Jon Clark, Ron Tonkin, 
Greg Whalen, Ron Gilchrist, Sorry Wogner. 
Second Row: Manager Mike Gignon, Robin 
Braid, Bruce Carter, John Mershback, Mike 
Barnett, Gary lee, Walt Gay, Coach Mr. luel. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Brion Boyd, Mickey Tomicic, Gordon 
Gervais, Dale Claydon, Larry Roymond, lorry 
Angus. 
Second Row: Manager Art Droke, Bill Crowder, 
Dove Gagne, Bill Symonds, Wayne Moor, Bill 
Raven, Woody McKoig, Coach Mr. Valentine. 
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Mike Pemberton, Mike Gay, Rick 
Tomicic, Gene Petryshyn. 
Second Row: Ron Reisch, Rick Rawson, Dan 
Villancourl, Peter Giedriunos. 




W.S.S.A. lndividuol Swimming Chompion 
JUNIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
front Row: Steve Edmund,, Gerry Dovis, 
Sorry Thompson, Bob Mothios. 
Bock Row: Kroig Vroomon, Poul Popkey, 
Murroy Smith, Bob Millson, Mr. Weotherell. 
--
SENIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
front Row: Jon Holl, John MocDono(d, Poul 
Sosso, Jon Moschke. 
Bock Row: Neil Smith, Rick Smith, Jim Smith, 
Mr. Weotherell. 
1eam~ 1966 
JUNIOR BOYS' TRACK TEAM 
Front Row: Kim Kristy, 8nrry Wagner, Brion Lobule, 
Som Maschke, Rick Kehoe. 
Bock Row, Dole Prisly, Gory Doran, Steve Chomka, 
Gory Lee, Ron Gilchrist, John Cossette, Bruce 
Corter, Tom Willioms, Bill Fontoine. 
S.W.O.S.S.A. JUNIOR BOYS' TRACK CHAMPIONS 
Front Row, Berry Wagner, Rick Kehoe. 
Bock Row, Mr. Medd, Bruce Corter, Gory Doran, Kim 
Kristy, Dole Prisley, Ron Gilchrist. 
SENIOR & INTERMEDIATE BOYS' TRACK 
Front Row, Bob McMillen, Doug Smith. 
Second Row, Rick Foirfield, Peter Molobobic, Fred 
Petruk, Jim Smith, livio Porronuzzi. 




front Row: Pam Angus, Diana Dewar, Emily Wach-
ter, Lynn Angus, Cathy Horner. 
Back Row: Dale Clayden, Bob Suslje, Jahn Brands, 
Terry Quick, Gary Pillon. 
GOLF TEAM 








SENIOR GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Front Raw: Barb from, Patty Calton, Cathy 
Wachna, Barb Cyphery, Shereen Hasnain, 
Michelle Cleary, Linda Herche. 
Second Raw: Mrs. Pulleyblank, Judy Hales, Carol 
Shannahan, Bo n n i e Ridgewell, Elizabeth 
Mitchell. 
Back Row: Sheila Eansor, Cathy Tayles, Carol 
Coughlin, Linda Catton. 
BADMINTON CLUB 
Front Row, Gary fregon, Carol Coughlin. 
Second Row: Rose Boyle, Jo-Anne Leskun, Bor-
bora Fram, Nancy Fields, Cynthia Sore. 
Back Row, Bill Docherty, Barry Trudell, David 
Andrews, Frank Krejci, Steve Millen. 
STYLE SWIMMING TEAM 
Front Row: Fran Kavanaugh, Barb Farough, Lindo 
Seymour, Dianne Cipparone. 
Back Row: Amber Keorns, Mrs. Girard, Val 
Casgrove. 
SENIOR GIRLS' TRACK 
Front Row: Judy Newbold, Elaine Oakes, Janis Jeffrey. 
Second Row: Fran Kavanaugh, Carol Coughlin, Bonnie Ridgewell, 
Jill Popkey. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' TRACK 
Front Row: Pot Suhon, Jessica Stetson, Pot Moyheod. 




MAYOR JOHN WHEELTON 
COUNCIL: 
Roy A. Battagello 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
Roy Moore 
John P. Morand 
Louis J. Parent 
Dr. Roy Perry 
Wm. C. Riggs 
A. W. Weeks 
1, Ain't I sweet? 2. Ever tell yo 'bout my hone? 3. It was the White Knight. Seel ~- I tot I tow a puddy-tat. 
S. LII G.T.O. 6. I sow Mommy kiuing Santa, 
7. Oops, caught me in the octl 8. Herman, Hermon, Rohl Rohl 
10. The model we're pushing. 
11. The model we're pushing. 12. Peek,a,bool 
9. Chee,eburserl 
-
13. Mi» Canada 1967? 
17. Goto light? 
21. How dare yaul 
S9Jll"V UOJD)I 'Cl 
uo11no:, qog V tOJD;) ·u 
uo,~>s o,n · 1z 
IH!WS UD!J8 "Ol 
,u~or A)UDN "61 
14. Wo'vo 21°,'<1 fewer cavities. 
18. Time for a chongal 
22. Please buy our cornfloke5. 
pooMuOGJO A,ow "81 
o,oow aul..oM "LI 
JOC>j1D8 ~10~ ·91 
<><O~ Anos ·~1 
e.M.OH opuA1 ·~1 
•d!II!~ d Apo1•W 'Cl 
15. Walkin9 through o storm •• 16. You wanted the pool filled! 
19. Shine on Harvest Moon. 20. Yo gotta go, yo gotta 90. 
23. Please save my teddy bear. 24. Th-Th-Th-Thol"s oil folksl 
seuio o opun ·zt 18!1fDit O!JDW•8UU'f' ·9 
•11•doo D~II "LI WOl!W D!U!ISJ!A -~ 
~puog 1Dd ·01 seuor e10Jo) •• 
flOH w1r "6 uos!'PH'f' A88oJ ·c 
A8(UD;) iDJD:) ·s UOIJOH 8!JOJJOW 'l 
BU!M e,nJg 'L Jau1p•oo ll~d · 1 
It's funny how a little piece of paper can put you 





iL .. .. ~· 
Getting your driver's license makes the whole 
world a brighter place to live in. 
You can move. 
Without pestering Mom or Dad to drive you. 
Without depending on anybody else. 
But now a lot of other people are suddenly de-
pending on you. 
Not for rides (although you like the feeling when 
you give somebody a lift). 
But for their lives .. And their property. 
So don't take chances. Don't try to prove any. 
thing when you drive-except that you are qualified 
to do it. 
In every way. 
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Mrs. G. Clark 
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Mr. D. Danyluk 
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Mork Dowson 
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Mr. Delcol 
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Mrs. A. DeRose 
William Dewan 
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Mr. and Mrs. Peter Danison 
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Mrs. E. Farough 
Hilda Fauteux 
Joe Fauteux 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Fauteux 
Mrs. Theresa Feld 
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Mr. Leo Fortier 
Richard Fox 
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Mr. l. Parramore 
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Mrs. M. Poisson 
Mr K. Porter 
Mrs. K. l. Porter 
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A. l. Precop Jr. 
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Mrs M. Prisley 
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W. G. Read 
Ernest Reaume 
Mrs. lorry Reaume 
Mr. F. Reisch 
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Mr. and Mrs. David Rice 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Keith Richardson 
Mrs A Ridgewell 
Mr. Alf Ridgewell 
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Rippon 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rogers 
Mrs. Mory Root 
Mrs. R. J. Rose 
Mr. and Mrs. George Roth 
Mr. C. A. Lowe 
Mrs. C. A. Lowe 
The Ruslings 
Jeon R. Ryrie 
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Mrs. P Sadowski 
Lucille St. Denis 
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. St. Louis 
Mrs. I. St Louis 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis St. Louis 
Jeannine St. Pierre 
Mrs. Marcel St. Pierre 
Mrs. Elsa Sokne 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sandor 
Beth Scharfe 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Scheffler 
Mr. John Schlegel 
Mrs. J. P. Schooley 
Mr. and Mrs. Jomes Schroll 
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Scoll 
Mr. K. A. Seymour 
Mrs. K. A. Seymour 
Henry Shonfield 
M. J. Sillick 
Nellie Skoreski 
Stan Koreski 
Mrs. T. Skorcski 
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Smart 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Smith 
Snowball 
Mr. Fronk Soughton 
Jock Stork Sr. 
Jock Stork Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. P. Stefanovich 
Mr. and Mrs. P. Stefanovich 
Mrs. J C Stetson 
Mrs. Claro Sudol 
Mrs. J. Suszek 
Wallor Suszek 
Mrs. W. Swann 
Dove Szobo 
T 
Mr. and Mrs. Toyles 
Mrs. R. Theaker 
Alan Thibert 
Ronald J. Thibert 
Mn. Jomes H. Thompson 
Douglas Thurlow 
Mrs. F. Thurlow 
Mr. ond Mrs. G. Tiede 
Mrs. J. Tolmie 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Tracey 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Troll 
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Phyllil Vance 
Mr. WIiiiam Vance 
Gordon Waffle 
Helga Woidmonn 
Mrs. E. Walker 







Mr. and Mrs. Wollott 
W. Wright 
BUSI NESS 
AjoJt Builders Supplies l id. 
Best Foods • Mozolo Oil 




Docherty Construction Co. 
Doree's ladies' Weor 
Darner's Market 
Esseit Packers lid. 
Gizello Rojki 






Peace Lutheran Church 
Schusler-Reffle Real Estate 
Scofan Contractors lid. 
Seminole Provision 
Steve's Handy Food 
Tecumseh Eosl Auto Service 
Tilden Rent o Car 
Unique Ontario Chorale 
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Looking for an interesting career after high school? 
Find out now what the Bank of Montreal can offer you 
if you are willing to work and learn. Our intere~ting 
booklet "The Future with a Future" outlines the 
absorbing jobs and better opportunities in a career in 
banking. To obtain your free copy write to Personnel 
Manager, Bank of Montreal, 50 King St W., Toronto 1, 
Ont. There is no obligation, except to yourself. 
Bankof Montreal 
Canada's First Bank 
Hit me and the S.P C.A. will be after you. 
Self-explanator.!....y_? _?_? __ __, 
Now for a bit of culture . 
The sun is sinking. 
™·- -~--,~ --~ -~ .. 
"7" Can Ride For The 





For Best Service 
• 
Competent Garage 
& Tire Service 
at 379 Goyeau St. and 
320 Campbell Ave. 
Compliments of 
375 OUELLETIE AVE. 
Windsor, Onta rio 
Compliments of 
CANTEEN OF CANADA 
3500 SEMINOLE ST. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
FOR FOOD OR VENDING REQUIREMENTS 
CALL CANTEEN 
945-1166 
Sorry Mr. Hefner, not this year! 
ESSEX COUNTY ALLIED 
FLORIST ASSOCIATION 
Us swingers would rather . . . 
Amateur or professional student? 
Dune Gray's Ltd. 
Pharmacy 
3808 SEMINOLE ST. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Golden Mile Bowling Lanes 
4010 Tecumseh Rd. E. Phone: 945-5853 
ROSSINI DAIRY BAR 
NEILSON'S ICE CREAM 
CONFECTIONARY 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 




RENNIE'S MUSIC STORE 




Musical Instruments by Leading Manufacturers 




Compliments of ... 
Bell Pianos 
* Leslie Speakers 
* Schulmerich Chimes 
Ed's Photo Studio 
(.llr. a1Ld ,11 rs. F.d111u11d Cyulai} 
580 BRUCE AVE. PHONE 256-4622 
Windsor, Ontario 
GRADUATION PICTURES 
BABIES' PORTRAITS WEDDINGS 
There's room at the top 
at the Commerce 
You enjoy many varied career opportunities with the 
Commerce because of its dynamic growth pattern. As the bank 
moves ahead, you move ahead too. Ask for the free booklet 
"Be a Banker" at your nearest branch or write to our 
Personnel Division, 25 King Street West, Toronto. 
CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF COMMERCE 
Over 1300 branches to serve you 
Compliments of 
SILVERWOOD DAIRIES LTD. 
Going on three. 
LAZARE'S FURS LTD. 
49 3 O uellette Ave. Phone: 253-2418 
The Finest Milk 
Good Cows Can Give 
Standing around as usual. 
Next time let 's ploy with a ball! 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
IS 
EDUCATION FOR LIFE! 
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS SCHOOL students stand out 
from the crowd. 
They are prepared to go into the front rank of business 
workers. 
Young people who choose the BUSINESS SCHOOL 
way take the path that leads to business success. 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL 
DO THE MOST FOR YOU. 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. Service, Principal 
790 Ouellette Avenue Phone 253-4921 
JUST LIKE YOU 
We are proud to 
call WINDSOR 
Our Home Town 
• 
THERE ARE 6 BEAVER SERVICE STATIONS IN 
THE WINDSOR AREA OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY 
DAY OF THE YEAR. 
Our second childhood. 
Gee -e-e-e I sure love teoching boys I 
Any have a tomato? 
The short assignment. 
DO IT NOW! 
With Economical and Dependable 
Sterling Building Materials ! 
* BLOCKS * CEMENT 
* READY MIX CONCRETE 
* SEWER PIPE 
* BRICKS 
* PATIO BLOCKS IN FIVE COLORS 
2494 RIVERSIDE DRIVE EAST 
LI 








H. GRAY LTD. 
OTTAWA & MOY 
Marvel 
BEAUTY SCHOOLS e 
831 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST 
WINDSOR 
256-4535 
Hairdressing Schools Across Canada 
PUNGA'S TEXACO SERVICE 
3720 SEMINOLE (AT LABADIE ) 
945-7711 
ROSSINI DAIRY BAR 
NEILSON 'S ICE CREAM 
CONIFECTIONARY 
SCHOOl SUPPLIES 
4249 TECUMSEH RD. EAST 
IDqr :fluniripal Q!nrpnratinn 
MAYOR HECTOR LACASSE 
REEVE FRED BISTANY 
DEPUTY REEVE DON LAPPAN 
COUNCILLORS T. I. CECILE 
HENRY HAYES 
CLERK-TREASURER 
W. V. BOUTEILLER 
I don't care if they do call you "Sugar Foot " 
get your foot out of my mouth! 
Big, bold and brassy. 
1 
Our " Love-in". 
The Giroup. 
GRAY'S RADIO & T.V. 
SERVICE LTD. 




the EASY WAY ... 
Speedwriting Shorthand is the modern Shorthand. 
It Uses the ABC's you already know. No symbols, 
you can learn Speedwriting Shorthand in half the 
time it takes to learn a symbol shorthand. 
Speedwriting available in Windsor, only at Bulmer 
Business College. 
all other Commercial courses available 
Come in - Phone - or Write 
BULMER 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
D. C. O 'BRIEN, B.A., Principal 
G. P. MATHONEY, B.A., Director of Training 
31 5 Pelissier SI. Capital Theatre Building 253-B202 
My contacts. 
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